Soil characteristics and land-use drive bacterial community assembly patterns.
Land-use and soil characteristics drive variation in soil community composition, but the influences of these factors on dispersal and community assembly at regional scale remain poorly characterized. Land-use remains a consistent driver of soil community composition even when exhibiting patchy spatial distribution at regional scale. In addition, disturbed and early successional soils often exhibit stochastic community assembly patterns. These observations suggest local community composition is influenced by dispersal and assembly from regional species pools. We examined bacterial community assembly within agricultural cropland, old-field, and forested sites across ten landscapes in the region around Ithaca, New York (USA). We found that the Sloan neutral model explained assembly well at regional scale (R2 = 0.763), but that both soil pH and land-use imposed selection that shaped community composition. We show that homogenous selection was a dominant assembly process with respect to both soil pH, and land-use regime, but that these two factors interacted in their effects on bacterial community assembly. We conclude that bacterial community assembly at a regional scale is driven by dispersal from regional species pools and local selection on the basis of soil pH and other soil characteristics that vary with land-use.